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              Our Little Cuban Cousin

              
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Cuban Cousin is written by Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade. Written after Cuba was freed from the colonial rule of Spanish, The little Cuban Cousin describes the need to participate in rebuilding the bloodshed Cuba.

Cuba now in need of help from their fortunate neighboring countries. Understanding Cuban People would accelerate the neighb..
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              Our Little Swiss Cousin

              
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Swiss Cousin is written by Mary Hazelton Wade. Swiss is the best example among the world nations for the term unity in diversity.

This little European country made themselves proud by fighting their enemies in valleys and mountains for their liberty . Among many heroes who lead the nation with bravery, William Tell and Arnold von Wink..
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              Our Little German Cousin

              
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little German Cousin is written by Mary Hazelton Wade. The Word Germany strikes many pictures in our mind. The Castles remembers us brave knights who would be called upon not only to save beautiful princess, but even to face powerful enemies. With quit valleys, beautiful river banks and dark forests Germany is the land of fairies.

With a lov..
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              Our Little Japanese Cousin

              
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Japanese Cousin is written by Mary Hazelton Wade. The story of Lotus Blossom, a little Japanese girl who is a gifted child.

Her Papa and mamma always ready to play with her, her dresses are most comfortable, her footwear is always makes her to walk comfortably. She feeds Pigeons, buy candies, goes to her aunt's garden and learns lesso..
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              Our Little Philippine Cousin

              
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Philippine Cousin is authored by Mary Hazelton Wade. Philippines, the islands of tribes have many customs within them.

The wild and distrustful nature of them made us difficult to help them, as they do not obey our laws. We must understand them better which will make us understand their needs and help them better. This book is about o..
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              Our Little Siamese Cousin

              
 by   Mary Hazelton Blanchard Wade 
Our Little Siamese Cousin written by Mary Hazelton Wade is the story of Chin, a Siamese boy.  Chin was born when his mother was just 14 years old and his father little elder than her.  The poor family, in spite of their misfortunes wanted to celebrate their first baby’s birth. They hired actors to conduct a drama at their house and invite..
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